Bed Care

Our bed experts have put together some tips and techniques for the general, day-to-day care
of your new McKenzie & Willis bed as a quick reference for when life happens…
It may seem obvious but…when you receive
your new bed always ensure you remove all the
packaging before use!
There are three simple care tips to give you and
your bed has a quality life together:

Rotate your mattress
Rotating your mattress regularly will help increase
the life of your mattress. We recommend rotating
it every 2 weeks for the first 4 months and then at
the change of every season.

Keep your mattress clean & dry
We recommend you protect your mattress with a
quality, washable mattress protector. You should
vacuum your mattress regularly to prevent any
dust from settling into the fibres.

Spot Clean
For spills it is important to clean them immediately,
remove as much of the excess as possible by
gently scraping with a knife ensuring you work
from the outer edge inwards to avoid spreading it
even further. Use warm soapy water as a general
cleaning agent to remove the residue and blot
the area repeatedly with a cloth. We recommend
always testing any cleaning agents on a small,
non-visible area first to see if it will affect the fabric.
Ensure you do not saturate the fabric when spot

cleaning and do not scrub your mattress with a brush
or use dishwashing or laundry detergents.
Dry the area thoroughly in the shade, away from
direct heat.

We also think it is also important to
note the following:
•	The

average lifespan of a quality mattress is
approximately 10 years. After 10 years the comfort
features begin to deteriorate and support capabilities
diminish.

•	There

may be a settling period of 8 to 12 weeks
with your new mattress as the materials need time
to conform to your body shape and weight. It is
guaranteed to feel different from the mattress you
have been sleeping on but you will soon adjust.

•	For

customers that are purchasing a King, Super
King and Californian King mattress it is recommended
that you use the middle of the mattress to settle it
evenly. So if you are reading a book, on your phone
or even watching television in your bedroom please
try and use the middle of the mattress, so that the
mattress can settle and loosen evenly.

By following this simple advice you will get the most
out of your top quality McKenzie & Willis bed. Our sales
consultants are always available to offer further advice
on any of our beds should you need it, simply call your
nearest McKenzie & Willis showroom.

Please Note: All McKenzie & Willis beds come with care instructions from their individual manufacturers. It is important that you read
these carefully and refer to them as they are specific to the product and the materials used in its construction.

